Faculty Meeting
Department of Biological Sciences
February 28, 1:30 pm, Tabor Conference Room EWS 210

1. Call to order

2. Discussion of Faculty Candidates and Voting

   • Cell-Cell Communication in Nervous System – Search Committee: Fabienne Poulain [Chair], Deanna Smith, Sofia Lizarraga, Dan Speiser, Jeff Twiss, Norma Frizzell (PPN)

   • Autism and Neurodevelopmental Disorders – Search Committee: Jeff Twiss [Chair], Fabienne Poulain, Deanna Smith, Sofia Lizarraga, Dan Speiser, Jeff Twiss, Norma Frizzell (PPN), Jane Roberts (Psychology)

3. Update on Chair Search Process (Jeff Twiss)

4. Good of the Order

5. Adjournment